BOXED GIFTS

"WE HAVE an invite," she said. There was a slight
agitation in her voice that he had not heard for many
years. It was not sufficiently marked to have made a
difference, but it was there, a slight shift in tone, a
small flutter, a bit of an inflection that made him look
up from his desk and say, "Yes, dear." "And look,"
she said, "it is from Premilla, remember her?" Yes,
he recalled the party in a suburban white house with
vast columns and huge rooms, as if the entire house
had been designed for parties. There was a huge
entty from which radiated in both directions two
Bollywood-inspired staircases. To the right and left
were entertainment areas, interchangeable lounges,
one could say, to which men and women went, parting company as they entered the foyer, moving into
two different worlds, men's and women's. It was a
big party, and he remembered sitting next to Premilla's husband, Ravindra, who needled him about his
work. "Academics do not earn much, do they?" he
had insisted. All he could say was, "It is enough for
my needs, I lead a vety simple life." He had co~xed
further, "But surely, you must have invested in
something?" Yes he had, but he remained silent.
In the 1987 stock market crash he had bought Bell
shares and saw their value collapse within weeks of
purchasing them. Someone had said that these were
great shares, the timing was right, the investment
would quadruple in months and so he had withdrawn
a portion of his superannuation and bought tl1em.
He had lost most of his money, but then he had
never won anything; life was lilce that for him and
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he was really thankful that at least he had tenure and
provided he could teach well, there would always be
enough money to keep his world intact. He had had
little success, never won a lectureship anywhere else
except for this one which came his way in the early
seventies when it seemed no one wanted to move
to Perth and the old university there was something
tl1at one never spoke about in Sydney.
"An1ar, but you're not excited?" Shakuntala
asked.
"Yes, dear, of course I am, if you are."
He shouldn't have said that, the unnecessary
qualification, a sort of conditional utterance that he
had picked up- if you are, if you think so, if that's
what you tl1ink, should you wish to - he had never
given much thought to these. But that evening,
Kunti (for that's what he called his wife) picked on
it, not harshly, but sort of wistfully, remarking that
he too should be happy. For after all they had not
been invited to a wedding for years, in fact for almost
twelve years when that Indian engineer who had
some Fiji connection (his father was a high-school
teacher there many years ago) had invited them to
his daughter's wedding; a formal affair it was where
they'd sat at a table, sipped wine and made small talk
with people they'd never met. The wedding reception complete, they never heard anything more from
the engineer or from his daughter. But this time the
invitation had come in a large envelope with sheets
in a quire. Kunti had received it in the midday mail,
looked at the unusual handwriting, in red it was, and
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so rounded in form, lacking in those vertical strokes Mercedes Benz. "I'll call you one of these days," she
that she so admired in a good hand. "Mr A. C. and said. "And ·what's your husband's name? I'll look up
Mrs K. Prasad," it said, with the initials all rounded your phone number in the white pages, Kenwick or
like d's and o's and lower case a's. She had opened Cannington is the suburb you said?" "Amar Prasad,
it with some delight as large envelopes that signalled he is a university lecturer you know." Premilla didn't
anything other than junk mail were so rare. Within seem at all interested in Kunti's declaration of pride,
she read "Mrs Premilla and Mr Ravindra Joshi take and was by then opening the driver's door of her car.
great pleasure in inviting Dr A. and Mrs K. Prasad Some days later Kunti did receive the phone call fi·om
to the wedding of their dearly beloved daughter Premilla. "Kunti, guess what, we're having a party
Preity." And in the folds of this large invitation had next Saturday, why don't you come along?"
So a chance meeting around a share card. Serbeen inserted two further clisp papers: "Mrs Ranjini
Nath invites Mrs Shakuntala Prasad to a Sangeet at endipity you could call it. She liked the word, it
her place" and again "Mrs Dolly Ram invites Mrs sounded so exotic, so unEnglish, she felt. Imagine
Shakuntala Prasad to a Sangeet in honour of the someone noticing a share card and making that
remark and so familiarly too. She had lost that kind
wedding of Preity Joshi to ... "
"Amar, what could this mean? Your name doesn't of casual intimacy, and at any rate would never have
appear on the other two invites. Shall I ask Premilla?" started a conversation over something so private.
"No," was his immediate reply. "You hardly know She recalled getting into Coles-Myer shares. She
her, she called us once, I spoke barely a line or two had read in the papers that five hundred of these
to her husband and it wasn't as if you've been on could give you a hefty 3 to 7 per cent discount on
the phone speaking to her. There must be a reason, groceries and white goods purchased at any Colesperhaps it is numbers, perhaps it is only a women's Myer shop, and this included Target from where
thing. Whatever the reason you go to the two San- she bought most of her white goods. On an annual
geets." He was about to add "if you want to", but purchase of say $5000 she had calculated that the
corrected himself for he had sensed her response.
savings could be$ 350 and at $4 per share she would
Shakuntala had met Premilla some six months recoup her money within six years, and this didn't
back in a Coles Supermarket. Premilla, fair and include the dividend she would be getting. She never
rounded and dressed in an Indian salwar-kameez told Amar about this, but she was so pleased with
that seemed to waft around her in bulbous circles, this investment of hers. Not like Amar's Bell shares,
had noticed Kunti's Coles-Myer share card which she thought. But she never said a word when he had
gave her a discount on groceries purchased in made, on an impulse, that disastrous investment.
Coles supermarkets. "I've got one of those too," And to use part of one's superannuation tool But
she added and immediately plunged her chubby she didn't thinlc it was right to make matters worse
fingers in her large brown handbag to take it out. by asking questions. What worried her a little was
Just past the counter as Kunti dragged her trolley that he had never asked her advice. Amar had simply
out, Premilla, who had followed her, caught up and gone ahead and purchased ten thousand shares at $5
called, "I haven't seen you before, do you come apiece. Their life had become lilce that; they said little
here a lot?" "No, not really," said Kunti, "but our to one another. They communicated well enough
Coles in Victoria Park didn't have some of the items and there was no tension, but life had become a rouI wanted and so I came to Garden City." "So you tine as she did her work, kept the house, took money
live around there, we have a house in Applecross, out of the banlc, paid the bills, supervised workers,
do drop by, and I am Premilla, what's your name?" from plumbers to roof tilers, and cooked the meals.
"Shakuntala, but eve1yone calls me Kunti." They'd And there was the red Ford Laser which gave her
walked together towards the underground car park. mobility, to the supermarket, to flower shows, to
Premilla noted Kunti's small red Ford Laser as she sales of fine bone china, which she liked to purchase
lunged her groceries into the boot of her golden if there was something she could afford. Over the
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years she had built up a small collection. She placed
them in a neat row on tables, shelves, sideboards,
fireplace ledge, anywhere at all. Royal Worcester,
Wedgwood, Royal Daulton; she liked these names,
and their distinctive patterns. The reds and whites
of Worcester, the cameo designs on the Grecian
blues and seaweed greens ofWedgwood, the way in
which Royal Daulton china carried the flavours of
tea, capturing the essence of a Nilgiri or an Assam
or a Darjeeling. In the afternoons, she would sip tea
in a Daulton cup in the sunroom overlooking the
backyard where Amar had planted, over the years,
citrus trees, a guava, a mango, even a papaya and a
grapevine, the latter now a large, sprawling affair.
Around the green lawn she had planted roses of every
colour, black roses, white ones, and her favourite the
yellow ones that exploded in sunlight.
She re-read the invitation and recalled Premilla's
party six: months back. She had taken out her saris,
all six of them, and chosen the pink sari, with green
borders all around, and with a pallu or endpiece into
which had been embroidered what looked like a
Buddhist stupa. She hadn't worn this sari since that
wedding twelve years back. It had faded a bit, but it
looked fresh enough since pink was such a neutral
colour. Her body, unused to wearing saris, had responded to the folds ofWestern clothes; her hips and
back were not large enough for the easy creation of
pleats so essential for a sari. She was a slight woman,
but slender and tall, her chest somewhat flat and her
shoulders sloped a bit so that a sari would stay on
her with great difficulty. But she had a simplicity
about her and her skin was such, olive and ageless,
that soft subdued colours always looked wonderful
on her. In her simplicity she always exuded class,
and on the rare occasions they'd been to official
engagements, she had stood out, taller than most
women. Parties were a thing of the past, of the early
years of their marriage, and she had lost the art of
small talk, which of course meant, the ability to gossip. She knew few or any secrets and An1ar, forever
absorbed in his books, had little to say about people.
So she had arrived at Premilla's impressive Applecross
mansion a little uncertain, and a little self-conscious
too. How many times I've told An1ar not to wear
that dated tropical green coat of his and there he

was once again in that green coat and yellow shirt
that reminded her ofTransPerth bus drivers. There
were so many women of her kind there, all dressed
in saris and salwar-kameez. They made her feel like
one of them and when they gossiped they simply assumed that she should also know. This was so unlike
the occasional parties she had attended with Amar
at his colleagues'. The men would hang around the
barbecue, stubbies in hand, and the women drank
red vvine and looked sullen and lifeless. Once or
twice she had calledAmar's colleagues for a curry at
home, some ten or so at a time, and except for the
Greek and a few others, none had reciprocated. So
she had stopped calling and the social more or less
disappeared for her.
"Well, what do you say, that young son-in-law
of Sheila has been eyeing his mother-in -law!" "What
impertinence," someone added only to find that her
remark was superseded by anod1er's remark that one
shouldn't believe everything that Karishma said, as
she was so filmi and she thought that life should imitate Bollywood. Why would any husband want to call
his wife Kunti? they'd said, nying to bring Kunti into
their tall<:. Shakuntala, Dushyanta's Shakuntala, now
that is a name straight out of the epics. And Kunti
had giggled, in a girlish sort of a way, for she didn't
know what to conn·ibute. "You must join our kitty
party or our one-dish club, perhaps even our card
club, you must have so much time to spare. Look at
Subhadra she manages to combine so much with her
babysitting an:d all and see how well-off she is."
"No, thanks," she had excused herself. Then she
asked, "I understand the one-dish club and your
card club but I don't understand your kitty party, is
d1at named after one of your friends?" They giggled
spontaneously, not to declare their exclusiveness but
indicate her innocence. "Nothing of tl1at sort, no we
don't know anyone by the name ofKitty." Warming
up, but against her nature, Kunti said, "Oh, then it
must be some sort of a bridge party?" "No, it is not a
card game, that is separate," said I(areena, clearly the
youngest in the crowd. "That's not what I meant,"
said Kunti, "I was thinking about the party given by
the Turtons ... " She stopped in mid sentence; no,
she said to herself, what on earth are you saying, and
in a crowd like this. For a moment, so Kareena de-
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dared afterwards, there was a touch of sadness in how
Kunti stopped herself. Maybe that's what happens
to women, Indian women especially, who remove
themselves from the Indian social circle. Kareena
was right but her reasoning was misplaced. Kunti's
mind had suddenly, dangerously in fact, taken her
back to the three years she had spent reading English literature in Wellington. It was the mid sixties
and she had spent her time reading voraciously.
She had read everything for English I, II and III,
and if her money had not run out would have even
done postgraduate work. She was paying her own
way after her first year; not that her parents weren't
willing to support her financially but because she felt
that her vacation job and the weekend work in the
university libraty gave her enough money to keep
her afloat. Her needs were few and she would rather
read a book in the library than take it out or even
purchase it. Once Don McKenzie, the great Nevv
Zealand textual critic, said to her in his Shakespeare
tutorial after she had mispronounced 'Freud' (she
had called him 'Freeud') she should catch up on the
Western intellectual tradition by reading philosophy.
"Idealist philosophy from Plato to Hegel, that's what
you should read so that you can fully understand
literature. You see," he added, "the Kiwis know it
because this is part of their heritage, as an outsider
you will just have to master it." She took McKenzie's
words seriously and each night for an hour she would
sit in the libraty reading philosophy. She didn't get
much out of her reading but at least she could place
names, and of course never mispronounced Freud
again. And then there was Boyd, the red-haired
student of philosophy and mathematics she had
met. They had become friends and met, not at all
by design, a few times each week in the cafeteria. He
in his duffle coat, she in that Edinburgh Mills shawl.
Over coffee they discussed philosophy. He spoke
most of the time; she simply listened. They would go
to university revues and now and then to the Roxy
cinema. Once after a student production of Troiltts
and Cressida, Boyd had pulled her towards him and
kissed her. She had bowed her head, felt embarrassed
and had moved away. She wasn't pushing him away,
she was just shy; she had not learnt how to articulate
her feelings, although she felt warm inside her and
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she was thankful. Many years later when she heard
that Boyd had died, suddenly, at the age of thirty, she
had cried with her two children. Amar had noticed
and had asked. She said it was nothing, just one of
those things that happened to women.
"No, you must live in a completely different
world," said Kareena. "A kitty party is where ten
or twelve women make up a group and meet at
each other's home once every month. They put
$100 each in a kitty and whoever is the host for
that month keeps all the money. So if you had ten
people in your kitty party and if you were the host
for this month, you'd get $1000. A month later it
would be Subhadra's turn and she would pocket the
$1000. It is one way of ensuring that once each year
or thereabouts you have a large amount of money to
spend on yourself. It works to everyone's advantage.
There's one kitty party where each person puts in
$1000 and there is another, though I must say I
mustn't believe everything that Sumita says, where
$10,000 is thrown in each month. Can you imagine,
that sort of money, and for a kitty party?" "How
extraordinaty," thought Kunti. But it does make
sense, sort of an advance that evetyone can get and
each year you buy your big item and then pay it off
without interest. The women at the party gradually
drifted into their smaller groups and Kunti sensed
that these ~were possibly the smaller card, kitty or
one-dish groups. It was then that Kunti began to feel
left out. They gestured towards her- she thought she
was sitting next to the one-dish group - but these
were gestures of politeness, not of inclusiveness. And
at any rate Hindi didn't come naturally to her any
more for ever since her Wellington years she had
begun to think in English. So she translated from
English into Hindi, not an easy matter as language
always implied getting the idiom right. And then,
of course, the word order of English and Hindi was
so different. They smiled at her formal grammar and
found it reminiscent of, as they said, IndiEnglish,
the new variety of Indian English made so popular
by Salman Rushdie. Except for one especially nasty
woman who kept saying, "In your counuy you have
agriculture, not culture," and laughed nervously at
her wit. "Yes dear," Kunti finally said, "and have
you noticed how everything you do is a parody of

happy to get a lectureship and he took it up with
great enthusiasm. He had a knack with words and
thanks to his year at the teachers' college in Sydney,
he knew how to teach. The professor at the university
in Perth had emphasised tl1e need for specialisation.
"You are the Shelley man, and you should remain
one all your life. You should know everytlling about
Shelley, become a world autl1ority."
So he had spent the next twelve years of his life
- to the nlid eighties -writing a book on Shelley's
poetry. I twas a solid reading of his poetry and he had
done the right kinds of analyses, touched upon those
moments in Shelley's poetry where the imagination
was sharp, where language was alive to experience.
Amar sat with a beer in his hand. The host, Ravindra, The readers of the two publishing houses he sent
had moved on, having failed to engage Amar. He the manuscript to were qualified in tl1eir appraisal.
sat alone for a long time, Ravindra's chair remain- One said he was not political enough: "There is in
ing empty. To Amar's left a man in a grey suit was 'Ozymandias', the voice of the political revolutionary
vigorously defending the policies of the current BJP in Shelley, the reader of Godwin's Political Justice."
government in India. The discussion was picked up Another said tlut Shelley's wife was totally absent
by others elsewhere in the room and for a while the fi·om the work and tllls was not going to go down
lounge was a cacophony of sounds. Amar had noth- well with the feminists. These objections he could
ing to say. He knew of the BJP and what it had done handle. He had the notes available and if the pubin opening India's economy and he felt comfortable lisher wanted a political Shelley he could give it to
with the idea of a poet-prime minister. But beyond him. As for Mary Shelley, he felt that Franl<enstein
that it mattered little to him who ruled India or what was worthy of a lengthy footnote and nothing more
happened there. It wasn't that he had grown insensi- and as for Mary's imagination he agreed with Mario
tive but something within him had disappeared or Praz: she was no more than an amanuensis to the
was in the process of disappearing. He wasn't always poet's sublime imagination. But if it meant he could
like this; there was a time when he was gregarious get his book published he was willing to add a page
and could make small talk with ease. There was a or two on Maty Shelley. This he could do. What
time when he could sense the mood of a party and he found impossible was the demand by the senior
single-handedly malce it alive or change its direction. reader of one of the publishing houses who declared
He used to feel comfortable with people. Now he that Mr Amar Prasad had failed to deconstruct
was afraid of exposure, disliked being questioned and Shelley's work. Amar had read Shelley critically and
wished for nothing better than periods of solitude. had indeed examined those places in the text where
Kunti had said it wasn't good for him, tl1is self-im- poetic closure was absent but he lacked the kinds
posed isolationism. "You're not a poet, an artist in of rigorous engagement with tl1eory that the reader
isolation, the genius seeking expression, the lamp demat1ded. He wrote well and with clarity but could
that projects the imagination," Kunti had said. She not transform what was essentially critical judgement
had used a language that he understood for his field into theoretical insight. Across tl1e river from his
was in fact Romantic poetry. He had written a thesis university, a new university, the second in Perth, had
on the poet Shelley at Sydney and on tl1e strength of revolutimlised themy in Australia. Over there people
the thesis cracked a job in Perth. This wasn't quite lived for theory, they ate theory, as aT-shirt from
true as he fotmd out afterwards: there were so few that institution declared, and scholars from there
applicants and none vvas a Romanticist. But he was were in great demand by publishing houses. Even
actual lived experience?" She hadn't meant to sound
aloof or standoffish, and certainly she didn't mean
to put her down, but the evening was getting exasperatingly long and quite simply she wasn't used
to this range and complexity of social discourses.
She thought of Amar then, and wondered how he
was handling himself. Sometimes, she felt, he was
so defenceless, and quite incapable of fighting back.
She could see him being silent for long periods. He
had begun to do this quite recently although he was
not naturally reticent. These were tender thoughts
and they caught her unawares. Tenderness, after all,
had become a rare commodity in tl1eir lives.
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his professor had changed tack. "The goal posts have
changed, we need to compete theoretically," he said.
"And we need to be adaptable; there is no guarantee
that we can live by our specialisations. We have to be
malleable; even academia is life-long learning of difference." And so An1ar managed to publish an essay
or two in Notes and Q;teries, but nothing more. After
t\venty years they promoted him to Senior Lecturer
and he was told very quietly that shonld he seek an
early retirement. He could get a golden handshake.
But he knew that they could never fire him as he
held a tenured position. He disliked the linlc between
productivity, mainly of a theoretical kind, and excellence. Yes he hadn't published his thesis or his book,
but he knew what scholarship was, he knew how to
work through primary sources and as for the books
published by people who got promoted to chairs, he
wasn't at all impressed. Grudgingly though his colleagues respected him. If you wanted to know facts
and figures about English literary history, Amar was
your first stop. If you wanted to know why clothes
were hung on the Hill's hoist and not hanged, he
could tell you the history of weak and strong verbs.
But this knowledge did not add to a university's
research quantum and so he didn't really matter.
So he read and taught and retreated into lengthy
silence now and then.
The empty chair next to him was filled, somewhat dramatically as, it seemed, tl1ree people went
towards it simultaneously. "I'm Shiv Mann," a vety
pleasant voice said. "We had heard about this Indian
English professor at the university but we never
managed to make contact. You know how it is, our
boys and girls do not do the humanities- there's
no money in them. Now if you were a professor of
engineering or law or medicine or dentisuy or even
accountancy, we would certainly have met." Amar
corrected him: "I'm not a professor, but a lecturer,
professors are different, and rather rare." "Doesn't
matter professor sahib, it is all the same to us," he
replied and then said, "Drop by at our house one of
iliese days." "Yes, ilianlcyou," repliedAmar, sensing
iliat it was probably Indian politeness rather ilian
an actual invitation, which in fact it was. An1ar had
not understood Indians, and nor was he one. He
was an ethnic Indian but he didn't belong to any
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continuous culture or language like real Indians did.
Both he had to learn as he wasn't born into them.
In his island home Indian culture was a fragmentaty culture witl1 no symbols that could link it to a
direct past. As for language, his mother tongue was
a Hindi demotic which really meant that for him to
learn standard Hindi was no different from learning
standard English. So he couldn't quite connect. This
was a worry although his relationship vvith Kunti
was somehow linked to the awkward space that
he occupied as an Indian, an Indian but not quite.
He met Kunti after graduating from an Australian
university. He had returned to complete his bond;
he hated high-school teaching and its endless hours.
Kunti worked as a public servant overseeing supplies
to schools and much else. Although she missed
literature, administration came naturally to her and
soon she became vety adept at it. Her boss had remarked that with localisation underway, her future
in the civil service was vety bright. He had married
her as a Hindu and with Hindu rites and within t\vo
years had resigned from his position to take up a
university postgraduate scholarship. Kunti was not
happy to leave so suddenly. She had adjusted to her
new life, and enjoyed the challenges of the job; she
had also begun to enjoy the social scene, the chaos
of bazaars and weddings, the weeldy outings to the
cinema. The country was going through a transition
to self-government and there was great optimism.
She didn't know what she could do in Australia, and
what she had read about the counuy did not impress
her. Her heart was still in New Zealand to which she
would have readily returned, but Australia looked so
vast (too big she felt for so few people) and so dead.
New Zealand, at least, was fertile and full.
Three years in Sydney, where he read towards
his doctorate, were totally uneventful. He left for
the Fisher Library each morning while Kunti stayed
back in a t\vo-bedroom flat in Balmain. She occupied herself going to libraries and museums. On
the weekend Amar wrote in the mornings and then
drove Kunti around Sydney in ilie afternoons in his
yellow Volkswagen. This was their routine. Once or
twice they were invited to the flats of other doctoral
students where Amar felt vety much at home. Kunti
would sit on a sofa or a chair and look at the pat-
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terns on the ornate ceiling or just glance at the street
lights outside from a nearby window. By the time
he had completed his doctorate Kunti was pregnant.
His anival in Perth coincided with the birth of their
first child, a girl. Another, a boy, followed barely
eighteen months later. Kunti's life changed into that
of a mother and in the Cannington late fifties style
house ("art nouveau" the estate agent had called it)
they bought, she brought up the children. It was
a small house, with three bedrooms and wooden
floors. In summer it was very pleasant; in winter
the draughts came through the floor and the lack of
proper heating meant that the house was very cold.
He did his usual routine, replicated his Sydney PhD
habit and left for work evety morning. On weekends
he would read in the mornings and then take Kunti
and the two children, the younger strapped in his
baby car-seat, for a ride around Perth. On alternate
weekends he would drive as far as Mandurah or
Rockingham, sometimes north to Yanchep or east
to Toodyay. Kunti andAn1ar said little to each other
and spoke largely through their children who in turn
never asked An1ar too many questions. They did
their homework and when the time came simply
undertook degrees that were familiar to them. The
boy read Histmy, the girl English and both left to
undertake postgraduate degrees in England. They
never returned, although they wrote lengthy letters
to Kunti about their wish to be academics and write
books. Then one day they heard that their son had
got married and was tutoring at a recently upgraded
university ill Britain. Their daughter had suspended
her candidature and was living in a flat with a group
of vvould-be writers. If An1ar felt anything about
these matters, he never said a word. Kunti remained
silent but sad.
"Well," said Shiv Mann, "dinner is served. I
hope you didn't stuff yourself on the samosas. The
trick with Indian parties is that you go slow on the
samosas because the dinner is always ve1y big." He
was correct. He hadn't seen so much food at a party
before and people ate such huge amounts, and so
late in the night too. As custom dictated, or so it
seemed, men ate first, followed by women. He had
noticed Kunti in her pink sari, uncertain, slightly
uneasy but happy enough. Yes, he thought, how

typical of her to always eat selectively and take such
small portions, one tandoori chicken, one puri, some
lentils, some bhaji but not the rice. She never came
for seconds which almost everyone else did. Amar
ate alone, silently. He had declined a glass of red
wine, and regretted doing so because drinks always
made him feel that he had company. A few people
made the customary remark - "I hear you are the
professor of English"- but no conversation ensued.
It was getting late and although moves were afoot
for the next stage of the evening - the singing - he
felt that perhaps Kunti needed to get away from it
all. And so he waved at her across the entry on the
other side and she responded. Unlike An1ar, she had
had a pleasant evening. On their way back home, as
he struggled to get his grey Holden Canlli·a into top
gear, he felt Kunti's hand graze his. That night she
curled herself into his body and slept soundly.
In the end Kunti went to the two Sangeets, one at
Ranjini's and the other at Dolly's, held a week apart.
She had met both at Premilla's party so she was not
a complete stranger to them. Some husbands were
indeed irlvited to the Sangeets. There was the brideto-be Preitywith Premilla proudly takmg her around.
Kunti thought of her own Apsara, her daughter,
somewhere in Hammersmith trymg to be a writer.
She would have enjoyed showing off her daughter
at a time like this. It didn't seem odd to Kunti that
Amar had not been invited as he was not known to
the hosts. By the second Sangeet, she had got to
know some of the women well enough to be able to
inquire about their children. About her own though
she remained silent as there was nothing to say about
Ajit and Apsara, and even if there was, their lives had
taken a turn so different fi·om the highly motivated
and successful Indian boys and girls of the diaspora.
She felt slightly embarrassed about them, but matters were never pushed and she simply enjoyed the
singing and the dance. She recalled, in particular, tl1e
early film songs being sung as she had seen them in
films during her years in Suva and then during the
two years in Fiji she spent with An1ar. They were
happy years for her, and when one of the women
sang a song that she knew, she hummed effortlessly,
and connected witl1 it. The song, about a girl on a
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all those years of trying to persuade his students that
Shelley was the greatest of all the Romantic poets.
She liked this conversation. They hadn't spoken like
this to one another for many years, and there was
enthusiasm in both their voices. They were trying to
resolve something together, and this was so satisfying to her. No longer in their own worlds, they too
could discuss with a purpose, focus on the issues,
debate and compromise. "But then," said Kunti,
"Perhaps there is a bridal registry for the wedding," "what can we buy Preitywhich is not boxed1" Amar
Kunti said to Amar a few weeks before the wedding. had been thinking about it for some weeks. He had
The thought delighted her as she knew that My- sensed in her a growing excitement about the weders had a bridal registry and if it was the case with ding reception since the two Sangeets. Kunti had
Preity's wedding then there would be the usual 7 been talking about Indian women friends, although
per cent discount on her Coles-Myer card. "What she had seen them at best thrice. She had received
does the invitation card say1" She had another look one or two phone calls from them too. Nothing
at the invitation. The Sangeets on separate sheets of important, but the how are you calls had not come
glossy paper had distracted her and she had paid little to her in a long while. She had also begun to look at
attention to the invitation to the wedding reception. the internet for sari shops, especially since now with
No, there was no reference to a bridal registly and the two Sangeets finished there were only three saris
then she said, "Wait a minute, there is something left in her collection that people had not seen. And
here at the bottom, it says 'No Boxed Gifts,' what these were not the best. The pinlc she had already
could it mean1" "Well you know," replied Amar, worn, the purple with a scene from the epics she
"remember at our wedding all those boxes of din- had worn for the first Sangeet, and the brown silk
ner sets we got - ten of them - from all our close for the second. She was left with a sari the colour of
friends and we didn't know what to do with them. magenta (or so she thought), an orange and a blue.
It is a polite way of saying please do not bring these She had dry cleaned all three and had almost settled
heavy, and in the end not very useful, dinner sets. on the magenta. But if she could purchase one via the
It malces good sense. Remember when we wanted internet or in a local shop that would be nice.
to give them away no-one would take them as all
So Amar was concerned. He wanted to do his
our young friends were ttying to get rid of theirs." share and he was willing to sacrifice something dear
Amar's logic made sense, but she wasn't totally con- to him. Some years back he had purchased, for $200,
vinced. "It does sound a bit odd tl1ough, Amar," and a first edition of Salman Rushdie's Midttight)s Chilshe repeated 'No Boxed Gifts' a number of times. dren, a novel about Bombay. This was a year or two
It didn't sound right, why would anyone want to before the fa twa and Rushdie 's subsequent notoriety
use a clumsy phrase like that1 One could have said, after which the early Rushdie first editions became
'small gifts only' or nothing at all but then that was rare. He knew that Kunti valued books and this
Amar's point, if you wrote nothing and you didn't would be such a wonderful gesture. He was sure that
make use of a bridal registty you could end up with someone as well-to-do as Premilla would appreciate
a dozen boxes of dishwasher-proof dining sets.
this. Money can buy anything but not class and he
"Let me ask Premilla," Kunti said. "You hardly felt that a gift of a first edition (with just a hint of a
know her, and that may look like prying. It is just not little wear of the boards, and a trace of sunning to
polite, and you know it will be what I said, and you the spine but, except for scattered light foxing, no
wouldn't know what to reply," saidAmar. Kunti was discolouring of the jacket, the Harper's catalogue
persuaded. Amar had a way of spealcing, he did that had noted) would be so unusual. It would be good
rather well, malce a convincing case. It came from for Kunti's social life too. Kunti liked the idea but
swing as the wind blevv past her, made her sad. She
was barely sL"X or seven when she saw this film, about
a young man who challenged the legendary Tansen
to a singing contest, and it brought back to her days
when life was carefree. She hadn't felt like that in a
long while, and this saddened her. "You must keep
in touch," said Shiv Mann's wife as she was about
to leave Dolly's home. She didn't.
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the 'No Boxed Gifts' continued to bother her. She outdoor stage for a string quartet or even a small
felt there was something else, the directive meant band. Next to it was a large marquee with triangular
sometlling else even if it hadn't been used before. plastic windows which could be unzipped for fresh
Amar had promised to ask his colleagues, which he air if need be. A large crowd had gathered by the
did. They all came to tl1e same conclusion as he had. time they arrived.
And Kunti too asked Julia who said tl1at it probably
Amar and Kunti wallced uneasily, Kunti with the
meant something like flowers only. "You know," she gift and a New York Metropolitan Museum of Art
said, "people who are so rich don't really need gifts, card in her hand. Kunti smiled when she saw a few
tl1ey can give their child whatever she wants." Even women she had met at the two Sangeets. Their presso Kunti remained unconvinced but she couldn't ence made her feel a lot more comfortable. But she
offer a viable alternative reading. And the thought didn't know where to go with her gift. There was no
of parting with their copy of Midnight)s Children did table on which you could surreptitiously place the
wony her. The copy smelt of sandalwood and she gift; in fact there was no-one canying a gift at all.
was convinced that the original owner was actually Perhaps Julia was correct after all; rich people simply
from Bombay. But Amar's gesture said something wanted you to be there, that was gift enough. Amar
about him, perhaps this was his way of making an agreed with her but added that there were people
important statement to her. He hadn't been happy; going towards Premilla and embracing her, one or
he was treated like a workhorse at the university and two even held her hand, or so he thought. At any
he felt he was not being taken seriously enough. rate the Rushdie book was not so much a gift as
Perhaps dlls was a way of establishing somedllng that a way of saying thank you, and she shouldn't feel
he alone had, a sensibility towards art and literature. uneasy about giving it to her. Looking around he
This pleased Kunti; artistic sensibility was somedllng felt that Prenillla was tl1e person to whom such a
she cherished.
gift should be given.
In the end she had to settle for the magenta sari.
So Kunti wallced slowly, making way through
The internet prices were exorbitant and even if she slight gaps in the throng of people, perhaps even
had purchased one via email there was no guarantee annoying one or two as her shoulder brushed some
tl1at it would look like the electronic image. As for carefully coiffured heads, for she was so tall. She
Amar, he took out his graduation suit, which looked reached Premilla who recognised her and waved.
a little tight on, him but he always said that as he Kunti came closer and said, "We've brought a spehardly ever wore a suit purchasing a new one for a cial book for Preity, I'm sure she'd like it." Premilla
wedding was an excessive luxury. It worried Kunti froze. She thrust her hand towards Kunti, halfheartthough that the suit did look decidedly dated. But edly it appeared, to snatch the book before otl1er
Amar was pleasant looking and although stooped, people saw it. In the movement and Kunti's own
he had a little agility about him that made him sur- incomprehension of the gestures, the book fell on the
prisingly youthful. The reception was to be held at ground, on the soggy patch of earth between Kunti
a winery, nex;t to one of the tributaries of the Swan and Premilla. The spine split and the dust jacket
River. It was a warm late summer's evening but it looked wet. Prenlilla quickly picked it up and thrust
had rained, quite uncharacteristically, an hour or it in a large orange Duty Free shopping bag next to
two before and so the ground was generally wet, her. She didn't say another word to Kunti and turned
in places even a little soggy. An1ar and Kunti didn't around to receive an envelope from Subhadra.
know what the protocol was: did 5.30 mean that
Kunti didn't understand: the dismissive gesture,
you had to arrive on the half hour or half an hour the sudden withdrawal of warmth, Indian fanllliarity
before? They compromised and reached the venue suddenly turning into scorn or disdain, these didn't
some fifteen minutes before. The winery had obvi- make sense. It was then that she heard a murmur
ously styled this part of its establishment specifically which gradually became louder. She heard, "It's no
for wedding receptions. There was a slightly raised boxed gifts, it means you give money." Kunti felt
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so small; she had obviously misunderstood. How
could she have been so stupid? She had known all
along that there was something else to it. She bit her
lips, and moved away, not raising her head. Amar
found her and said, "Did you give it to her? Did she
like it?" Kunti didn't say a word. She sniffed a little,
her nostrils dilated and she took a tissue out of her
handbag to wipe her upper lip.
In the marquee they sat at a table witl1 four other
couples; two, Kareena and Karishma and their husbands Kunti had seen at one of the Sangeets. The
rest they had never met. Amar had not seen anyone
although Kareena and Karishma's husbands were at
the Applecross party six months back. Amar tried
to look composed and to please Kunti made polite
conversation. To no avail though as everyone looked
at both Kunti and Amar in a strange sort of a way,
and even Kareena and Karishma, always so bubbly,
hardly said more than a word or two to Kunti. So
they sat at the table, ate their three-course dinner,
hardly spoke to anyone, and not even to each other.
When Premilla brought Preity and her husband to
the tables, she ignored Kunti totally. It was then
that Kunti said, "I really must go home now." So
they did.
In their grey Holden Carnira she sat quietly. A
few kilometres down the road, Amar heard Kunti
sobbing. Soft and staccato-like at first then more like
a continuous ny, the sounds carne. He slowed the
car down and asked, "What's the matter?"
"What's the matter, you say, Amar. Oh Amar
when will you understand?" She paused to gather
her thoughts. "You must always be right, it is always
about yourself, your sense of a gift, your eve1ything.
When I said let me at least ask what 'No Boxed
Gifts' means, all you could say, as if you always
knew, was don't bother it really means nothing."
She clasped her hands together, rubbing the insides.
"And just when I could find some joy in life, something that would give me some happiness, a sense
of belonging, you had to desu·oy it. See how they
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looked at me accusingly, Kunti the tall, ungainly
fool with that rernaindered book in her hand! You
should have seen the sneer on Premilla's face, you
should have heard the collective grin and then that
slow reverberating correction, 'It means money
you stupid old hag!' Oh how humiliating." Then
other matters began to well inside her. "Oh Amar,
I've tried so hard, so hard to keep up the act, and
you never asked of the pain, never inquired about
my loneliness, you never asked, as simple as that,
because you always lmew, you and your Shelley.
And look at our children.When they were young I
said let them know Indian kids, they'll learn from
them determination and the work ethic, a bit of
their own language and all you could say was they'll
find out when they grow up. And what happened
when they grew up? A son who gets married and
simply disappears, a daughter who thinks that hanging around with no-hopers in London will turn her
into a Rush die. How utterly absurd." Tears swelled
in her eyes, triclded down and she had difficulty
wiping her face. She grimaced and for the moment
seemed to hate herself.
Amar drove slowly back to Cannington. He
didn't say a word. He couldn't. He didn't know his
wife's pain, her loneliness. His own life, now showing the first signs of old age, had been a failure, this
much he knew. But to see Kunti, his Kunti who
had never said a word, not even when he lost all
that money in Bell shares, the woman he had grown
to love, to understand, so dispirited, hurt him. He
felt exhausted and for once his heart missed a beat.
But he could not console, couldn't even say sony
because he felt so inadequate, incomplete. He had
arrived where he began, fi·orn being nothing to one
who was still nothing. As he opened the front door
of the house he tried to touch Kunti's shoulder, but
she walked quickly into the hallway. That night, in
bed, she cried in hiccups, softly, and there were no
young children of hers with whom she could share
this cry.

